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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new text-entry approach based on the
10-finger-system1 for multi-touch devices. A unique finger
gesture-to-key mapping system is developed to overcome
the lack of tactile feedback on touchscreens. The missing
tactile feedback is in fact the main reason behind the low
performance of virtual touchscreen keyboards with soft buttons. For this reason, we use unique gestures for all 10 fingers based on the German QWERTZ layout of the classical
hardware keyboard. There are two classes of gestures: Taps
and Slidings (Sliding gestures). Taps activate the central row
letters ‘a’, ‘s’, ‘d’, ‘f’, and ‘j’, ‘k’, ‘l’, ‘;’, while slidings are
used for the remaining neighboring letters. The idea behind
this is to perform the gestures without looking at the “virtual
keyboard” and without tactile feedback. Since the gestures
are based on the QWERTZ-layout, we expect the users to
easier adapt to this new text-input system. By coupling the
gestures to the highly efficient 10-finger-system the performance of the text entry can also be improved. We developed
a first prototype, called Gestyboard, and conducted an evaluation with 41 pupils who were familiar with the 10-fingersystem.
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INTRODUCTION

The increased distribution and popularity of smartphones
and tablet devices have led throughout the years to new user
interface challenges in terms of applications and input mechanisms. Those new challenges are mainly because of the
lack of keyboard and mouse input in such devices. Due
to the high efficiency and the vast acceptance of keyboard
and mouse as input devices among the users, it is a tremendously known challenge and an ongoing research to develop
touchscreen input mechanisms to compete with them. Consequently, many new touchscreen user interfaces have been
developed in the last years. In this work, we are introducing
a novel concept for text entry.

Through this evaluation, we are aiming to investigate the potential usage and the learnability of the first Gestyboard prototype. The results revealed that despite the complexity of
the finger gestures, the users were able to perform the text
entry with our prototype, and the results also highlighted additional improvements to increase the performance of our
concept. As expected the Gestyboard performance achieved
neither that of the classical hardware nor the virtual touchscreen keyboard because of their vast familiarity and the current limitations of the first Gestyboard prototype. However,
the Gestyboard prototype showed a large acceptance and enthusiasm among the users. This concept has been developed

Many different concepts for smartphones and tablet devices
have been researched and developed, the T9 system, Swype
[6] or a touchscreen version of the QWERTZ layout might
be some famous examples. In literature the latter is often
referred to as virtual touchscreen keyboard or soft keyboard,
and is provided in most of today’s operating systems running
on touchscreen devices, mostly mobile devices and multitouch tables. Although the virtual touchscreen keyboards
perform quite well and are very intuitive to the user, their
performance does not match that of the classical hardware
keyboard. It is well known that the missing tactile feedback
on touchscreens hinders the performance of soft buttons [7].
Additionally, in the case of the QWERTZ hardware keyboard the keys ‘f’ and ‘j’ contain ridges which can be sensed
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and hence recognized by the user. The ridges are there to allow the users to blind type on the keyboard and enable them
to sense the keys without activating them. Since such tactile
feedback is missing with the virtual touchscreen keyboard,
the text entry is more error prone and slower. These tactile limitations have to be overcome by a virtual keyboard to
perform comparably to a classical hardware keyboard. For
that purpose, the virtual touchscreen keyboard has to fulfill
the same requirements as the hardware one, which are discussed in Section “Requirements”. Many research projects
have proposed solutions to reach the classical hardware keyboard text entry performance, some of them are briefed in
Section “Related Work”.

many proposed solutions have enhanced the touchscreen with
tactile feedback. Hoggan et al. investigated the effectiveness
of tactile feedback for touchscreen smartphones [4] with a
finger-based text input system. According to their results,
the performance of the finger-based text entry can be significantly improved by providing tactile feedback. To simulate
the tactile feedback, the built-in smartphone vibration actuator has been used. In 2010 Bau et al. introduced a way to
provide tactile feedback for larger devices, like multi-touch
tables: the so called Tesla Touch technology, based on the
electrovibration principle[2].
Even though the tactile feedback improves the performance
of the text entry, in our opinion the speed and the accuracy of
the classical keyboard can not be attained as long as the tactile feedback does not allow the user to clearly distinguish
the edges between the keys by sensing them without activating them. Additionally, large multi-touchscreen displays
that provide tactile feedback are infrequent and expensive.
Therefore, an alternative is to develop completely new concepts for touchscreen text input systems with no need for
tactile feedback. Kölsch et al. [5] conducted a survey on
virtual keyboards in 2002 and classified them into four main
categories: 1.) Speech Recognition, 2.) Handwriting recognition, 3.) Sign Languages and 4.) Touch Typing. The last
category encapsulates all touch based text input systems;
therefore, the virtual keyboard is a sub-category of Touch
Typing. However, Kölsch et al. did not distinguish between
touch typing with or without requiring tactile feedback. We
introduce in this work a promising multi-touchscreen keyboard, called Gestyboard, that is part of Kölsch category 4:
Touch Typing. The Gestyboard was designed in such a way
that it does not rely on tactile feedback.

We developed a virtual text input concept and implemented a
first prototype which fulfills the requirements mentioned before. This concept is based on finger gestures, which consist
of tapping the finger or sliding it horizontally, vertically and
diagonally on the touchscreen. Depending on the finger performing the gesture, a key press event is triggered to perform
a text entry. Since the idea is basically a keyboard based on
gestures, we call it Gestyboard. The core idea of this concept
is to bind and map the key to the finger gesture following
the 10-finger-system (sometimes also called the touch typing
system). This is described in detail in Section “Concept”.
We implemented a first prototype and evaluated it with 41
pupils who had been taught the 10-finger-system at school.
We investigated among other things, the performance of our
Gestyboard prototype by comparing it to different existing
text input mechanisms: the classical hardware keyboard and
the standard virtual touchscreen keyboard. Even though the
performance of both the hardware keyboard and the virtual
touchscreen keyboard could not be reached, the evaluation
results show that there is a high potential for the acceptance
of the Gestyboard by the users. The performance could also
be increased by improving the prototype and offering more
training to the users. Our user test is described in Section
“Evaluation”, the results and discussion are then presented
in Section “Results”. The conclusion and the next steps for
the enhancement of the Gestyboard are discussed in Section
“Conclusion And Future Work”.

The Section “Non-Touch Concepts” introduces one related
work which is not based on a touchscreen, whereas Section
“Touchscreen Concepts” presents touchscreen related textinput-concepts.
Non-Touch Concepts
A virtual system based on multi level feature matching

There are several projects focusing on hand tracking algorithms to realize a virtual keyboard. For example Du et
al. introduced a new hand-tracking algorithm in 2008 which
can generate high precision matching results for hand typing
postures in near real-time [3]. Since their focus was on the
matching algorithm to improve the detection speed and the
accuracy, there are no results regarding the performance of
the virtual keyboard itself. This hand tracking method could
be used in our Gestyboard concept in future work as an enhancement for the touchscreen finger detection algorithm to
increase the robustness of our solution. However, this would
require additional optical tracking hardware which does not
adhere to our first requirement (R1).

REQUIREMENTS

The Gestyboard concept is based on the following requirements:
• (R1) No additional hardware, just the multi-touchscreen
• (R2) No dictionary / No word prediction / No database
• (R3) Enable fast typing - comparable to the classical hardware keyboard
• (R4) Enable typing without missing the keys
• (R5) Enable blind typing

Touchscreen Concepts
RELATED WORK

Firstly, Section “Virtual Touchscreen Keyboard” describes
the standard touch keyboard. Secondly, two examples of
touchscreen keyboards are presented in Sections ”Microsoft’s
Split Keyboard” and ”LiquidKeyboard”.

Many research projects have been trying to solve the issues
introduced in Section “Requirements”. Since the major source
of the problem is the missing tactile feedback on touchscreens,
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2. Ergonomic test: A test to evaluate the user’s ability to
move single fingers separately
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4. Text entry with the virtual touchscreen keyboard
5. Learning phase of the Gestyboard with two practice phrases,
followed by text entry with Gestyboard
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6. Interview and Feedback: Qualitative feedback about the
preferences and the problems encountered with the different keyboards was collected through an interview after the
test
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Each task was explained beforehand to the participants. We
demonstrated first how to type with Gestyboard. A learning
phase followed, where they wrote two practice sentences.

Classic Keyboard

Touch Keyboard

Gestyboard

Figure 10. Characters per minute with 3 different keyboards.
Whiskers represent 95% confidence interval.

In summary, the design of the study was as follows:
3 techniques x 248 characters = 744 characters per person;
744 characters per person x 41 persons = 30504 characters
entered in total;
additionally 2 practice phrases with 62 characters x 41 persons: 2542 characters

Typing Speed

We calculated the typing speed as characters per minute (cpm)
total characters
through this formula: total
time in minutes
Our results show that all of the pupils had a faster typing
speed with the classical hardware keyboard than required
from the school (group 1 had an average typing speed of
137.66 cpm (required is 80 cpm), group 2: 168.84 cpm (required is 90 cpm), group 3: 225,47 cpm (required is 100
cpm)). The overall average text entry speed is: 174.41 cpm
with a ST D = 68.75 for the classical hardware keyboard,
75.79 cpm with ST D = 17, 51 for the virtual touchscreen
keyboard and 31.03 cpm with ST D = 6.81 for Gestyboard,
see also Figure 10.

Hypotheses

Our hypotheses before the evaluation were the following:
• (H1) The hardware Keyboard is faster in terms of typing
speed than the virtual touchscreen keyboard and the virtual touchscreen keyboard is faster than Gestyboard. We
suggest this due to the fact that the hardware keyboard
is the one with which most people are familiar, the virtual touchscreen keyboard has the disadvantage of lacking
haptic feedback and Gestyboard is a completely new input
mechanism.

The classical hardware keyboard is significantly faster than
the virtual touchscreen keyboard with t(36) = 10.07, p <
0.01 and the virtual touchscreen keyboard is significantly
faster than Gestyboard with t(36) = 14.20, p < 0.01. Hence,
H1 is verified.

• (H2) ‘a’, ‘s’, ‘d’, ‘f’, ‘j’, ‘k’, ‘l’ are the characters with
the lowest error rate. We predict this because the fingers
are initially placed on these characters in the initial typing
position.

Total error rate

Errors are counted per character and not by the number of
wrong inputs. If the user typed more than one wrong character after each other, it is counted as one error for the specific
character. For example the correct sentence is:
see you later alligator
the user typed:
sedfe asyou latwer alligator
This is in total 3 errors, 2 errors for letter ‘e’ and 1 error for
letter ‘y’. For the total error rate all errors of all characters
are summed up. The total error rate in percentage is calcutotal errors
lated as the following: total
characters ∗ 100

• (H3) The characters ‘z’, ‘h’, ‘n’, ‘t’, ‘g’, ‘b’ are most
error-prone due to their position on the keyboard. Only
both index fingers (finger 4 and 7) are in charge of typing
these 6 letters; each index finger has to move vertically,
horizontally and diagonally to type these letters.
• (H4) The letters ‘n’ and ’b’ have a higher error rate than ‘t’
and ‘z’, because the index finger has to perform a diagonal
movement down to type ‘n’ and ‘b’.
RESULTS

Mean error rate was the following for the three keyboards:
The classical hardware keyboard 4.32% with ST D = 2.60,
the virtual touchscreen keyboard 7.90% with ST D = 4.88
and Gestyboard 45.23% with ST D = 13.75, see Figure 11.
The classical hardware keyboard and the virtual touchscreen
keyboard are very significantly different t(36) = −4.74,

The typing speed, the total error rate and the error rate per
character were calculated using the values which were measured with Tipp10. A correlation analysis was performed in
order to find out if for example, the typing speed of the touch
keyboard correlates with the typing speed of the Gestyboard.
Our results of the the evaluations are presented below.
7

more difficult than others. Especially the movement of
the little finger caused problems. This finger is also used
for the Enter key. Furthermore, also the space key was
mentioned as being problematic. Both keys appear very
frequently in a text and we are investigating other specific
gestures or placement in order to type them more easier.
Typical statements from the users were:
“Typing is strange, because with the classic keyboard one
normally pulls the finger up.”
“...But the switch between tapping and sliding is not that
good.”
“There is a ring under my finger, if this is away I need to
click once more.”
“I think it is better, if it is just tapping like on a normal smartphone.”

Physical demand

We asked the users if typing was exhausting for their hands
and if they felt any pain in their hands after the session. The
answers did not show a clear direction. Some subjects reported their hands’ fatigue, while others did not. After further analysis it was observed that, that more female users
expressed their hands fatigue.

Figure 13. Scatter plot showing the correlation between error rate and
characters per minute with the Gestyboard.

Several different categories were mentioned for improving
the Gestyboard.
Movement The sliding gesture for the upper and the lower
row as well as performing two different gestures, sliding
and tapping, were mentioned frequently as being problematic. The movements were uncommon and therefore
not that much liked. Especially sliding had the disadvantage that it is not always possible to move all fingers individually without moving other fingers too. This resulted
in mistyping. Some of the pupils would therefore prefer
tap movements instead of the combination of both movements.
Some subjects described that they had less problems with
the movement after practicing it for a while. The pupils
reported, that their motivation increased during the test to
get even better after some more training. Interestingly, we
got also some sporadic answers saying that the movement
was not a problem at all.
During our test we had also the chance to speak to a teacher,
who teaches the pupils typing. We got very valuable feedback concerning the two different movements. She explained that besides the standard process of typing with a
classic keyboard, Gestyboard requires, that the typist has
to differentiate for each letter if a sliding or tapping movement has to be performed. This adds additional mental
load for typing with Gestyboard.

Mental demand

The pupils also described, that the mental demand was higher
with Gestyboard than on a classical hardware keyboard and
subjects had to think more. Primarily the searching for the
letters was a reason for that. Although the pupils knew the
10-finger-system, it was difficult to get used to Gestyboard
with its division into two parts for the left and right hand. It
was often reported, that it was especially hard to use initially,
but became easier with practice. In this category there were
three times as many negative statements as positive ones.
Benefit of 10 finger typing knowledge

We got 3 times more positive than negative answers when
we asked if they had any profit from knowing the 10-fingersystem. Positive responses were 300% greater in number
than negative when pupils were asked if they benefitted from
knowning the 10-finger-system.
Further usage and preference

The majority of the participants would like to use the Gestyboard in future. A lot of them would like to train to get better
in typing with it. There were only very few people who did
not want to use Gestyboard any further and prefer a touch
keyboard, because it was too slow or unfamiliar. The preference for the Gestyboard is visible in the answers as we got
almost 150% more positive answers about the familiarization then negative.

Automatic reset to initial position Furthermore, the pupils
mentioned that it is cumbersome to push the sliders of
Gestyboard upwards to type any key in the upper row or
downwards to type any key in the lower row and then drag
it back again to the initial position in the middle row. An
automatic reset is preferred, which sets the slider automatically back to its initial position if it is released somewhere
else than there.

Several typical statements from the pupils that show their
opinion:
“If I would use it more, than I could write very quick.”
“It is funny to use and interesting.”
“There is a difference to the classic keyboard, but if I type
longer I would get used to it.”

Difficult keys It was also mentioned that some keys were
9

“Gestyboard makes more fun. I prefer it, if I had to chose.”
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Despite several weaknesses Gestyboard shows high potential for the future with further improvements. If it adapts
better to the user needs, it will reduce current disadvantages.
We believe also that with further training and regular use
Gestyboard can overcome its weak points.
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We present through this paper a novel text entry mechanism
based on the 10-finger-system for multi-touch devices. Most
virtual touchscreen keyboard performance suffers mainly from
the lack of tactile feedback. For this reason, we designed
unique gestures for all 10 fingers based on the QWERTZ
layout. A unique finger gesture-to-key mapping system is
developed to overcome the lack of tactile feedback on touchscreens. The gestures are constituted of taps and slidings.
Taps activate the central row letters while slidings are used
for the direct neighboring letters in the other rows. Since the
gestures are based on the QWERTZ-layout, we expect the
users acquainted with the 10-finger-system to easily adapt to
Gestyboard and to be able to, after some training, perform
the key gestures naturally and blind type. We implemented
a first prototype and compared it to both the classical hardware and the virtual touchscreen keyboard in an extensive
evaluation.
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The results of our qualitative interviews with the test users
show that most of our users liked the Gestyboard concept
and would like to continue using it. Besides the training
to improve the users’ performance of the Gestyboard there
are also some possibilities to improve our first prototype.
Among other things, we plan to realize the full concept of
the Gestyboard by changing the keystroke activation method
from the hit-test to a pure gesture based one in the future
to fully support blind typing. Another improvement will be
enhancing the finger detection mechanism. By eliminating
the need for retouching the virtual rings when fingers are
released the speed of the text-entry will also be improved.
To avoid the mental effort required by the need for differentiating between sliding or tapping for each letter we plan
further to change the concept in a way, where just sliding
gestures are used to perform a keystroke. Additionally, we
plan to change the space key activation gesture to the following: tap the screen with both hands. The reason behind
this is, that the thumbs can than be used for other keys which
are not included in the concept yet, like CTRL and ALT. As
a side effect, the users will automatically reset the fingers
positions after typed each word. Finally, we plan to conduct two additional evaluations with the next version of the
Gestyboard: 1.) a longterm evaluation to extract some results about learnibility; and 2.) an evaluation with no visual
feedback to assess the Gestyboard blind typing abilities.
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